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Proposal:
Make the use of a digital Safetybox mandatory

Aim of the proposal:
To increase the reports of dangerous situations in the air.
To promote reporting of hazardous situations.

1) Type the reasons in the space below:
These reports appeared to be very valuable additions. Together with SeeYou and other analysis
systems, we get a better picture of what is happening in the air. In this way we can identify trends
and provide feedback during the competition.

2) If there are several reports about a specific pilot, and these turn out to be justified, the organization
can discuss this with the pilot in question to clarify the situation. And ask him to adjust his flying
behaviour. Sometimes a pilot does not even realize that he is flying dangerously. If he does not
want to change his behaviour, sanctions may follow

Provide supporting data or reference to external documents for the proposed technical
amendments in the space below:

1) In the competitions where a simple digital safety box was present, the number of reports was
significantly higher than in the competitions where only a cardboard box was used in the briefing
room. It reduces the mental pressure; pilots can submit the report on the day itself via the mobile
phone and start a new day with a fresh head.

2) Regarding privacy, only the CD, Stewards and the Safety manager can see personal data, if any.
During the feedback, if there is, the reports are anonymised.
The pilot signs he agrees with this as part of the competition.

The proposal should be applicable from:
Immediate effect, it improves safety
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